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What was it? Humour, actually. Sometimes self-

deprecating, sometimes whimsical, sometimes 

bordering on the eccentric – at other times gentle, 

subtle, rueful or even tinged with tricksy mischief. 

These British artists all beckoned their audiences 

inside thoughtful material that explored cogent 

aspects of racial identity, gender politics, personal 

experience and social mores and – even when the 

work twisted in harrowing or disconcerting ways 

– they allowed those audiences the relief of a smile 

or even an out-and-out guffaw. I suspect this was 

especially welcome at a time when many artists 

– regardless of nationality – unleash their thwarted 

consciences (and maybe a sense of enraged 

impotence) in hectoring harangues that will never 

reach the ears of those they castigate. Instead they 

visit guilt trips on audiences who probably do ‘care 

enough’ about inequalities and injustices, and who 

may well bridle with inner indignation under the 

lash of an artist’s self-determined moral superiority.

Meaningful insights into the human condition 

don’t necessarily benefit from being wielded like 

cudgels. The illuminating smile that came from 

watching Sheila Ghelani’s Grafting and Budding 

had a lot to do with her colourful approach 

to creating ‘hybrids’, and her final, uplifting 

affirmation of her own mixed heritage. Using red 

and green apples, which she briskly halved with 

brutal-looking blades, Ghelani then combined the 

visibly different varieties, introducing droplets of 

her own blood into the mix, before customising 

her emblematic hybrids – the cyborg, the griffin 

– with feathers, ribbons and a magpie array 

of gewgaws. But if her blood, drawn from a 

communion of Indian and English parentage, was 

a binding agent, the true philosopher’s stone 

that transformed her personal hybrid apple 

– with its intercontinental mix of spices, glitter 

and sparkles – was love. How impossible it was 

not to grin, with a slightly choked-up feeling, as 

Ghelani risked telling us how good it was to be a 

hybrid, the product of a love that looked beyond 

the skin colour of a person, not just of an apple. 

Quietly fervent, totally genuine – you could send 

this piece out, well beyond art houses and live art 

festivals, and it would speak to people.

Jenny Edbrooke – like Ghelani, an Elevator artist 

beginning to emerge onto the professional scene 

– cunningly tapped into that very British ‘end 

of the pier’ humour that melds robust vulgarity 

with an edge of humiliating cruelty. Sitting on 

the floor, her back firmly against the wall, legs 

splayed and with a tin bucket strapped to her 

crotch, Edbrooke invited us to treat her like a 

human coconut-shy. Her prop table held assorted 

objects that lent themselves to sexual innuendo 
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or intimate encounter – a carrot, condom, turkey 
baster, cans of beer, chocolates, and pearl beads 
are the ones that spring to mind. Oh how we 
hooted with unembarrassed glee as members of 
the audience stepped up to lob these objects at 
Edbrooke’s bucket-crotch – missing it and hitting 
her was almost as hilarious as the moments when 
a coin, or a gobbet of foam, landed in the bucket. 
What larks, eh? With Edbrooke such a game player 
– and such an astute performer, to let us indulge 
in frivolously pillorying her genitals, her sexuality 
and then, when we were done, ask us if we’d like 
to keep in touch... She could e-mail us the picture 
of her amid our mess, if we wanted... But like so 
many one-night stands, most of us were already 
heading for the door.

Marcia Farquhar is old enough to be Jenny’s mum 
– indeed she does have daughters – and a hectic, 
colourful past that she lines up for us in the guise 
of a clothes-rail dangling with talismanic frocks of 
varied vintage. As she zips through them,  
Faquhar sustains a giddy commentary on the 
‘why, when, where and who else was there’ of 
each outfit. It’s a comedic tour de force, fuelled 
by (seemingly uncensored) personal anecdote 
and by Farquhar’s apparently artless penchant 
for spilling the beans on her own life. It builds 
into a perceptive essay on the way we harbour 
memories – holding on to them, physically, 
through souvenirs – and how our clothes condition 
how we ‘perform’ in our daily lives. The young 
lads beside me were helpless with laughter and 
totally smitten by the succulent, slightly racy and 
unstinting Farquhar – yet they instinctively hushed 
when, along the way, the vignettes turned bitter-
sweet and the layers, like the frocks, fell away to 
reveal glimpses of aching vulnerability.

Like Farquhar, David Izod has a vein of self-
deprecating, throw-away humour in his armoury. 
And like Farquhar, his material is rooted in 
personal history. Izod’s monologue, The Bill Dixon 
Memorial Tour, marked his long overdue return to 
performing. There he sat, this big English bloke, 
describing how he coped with loneliness after the 
woman he loved walked out on him. He made it so 
funny, it hurt... and when he stopped being funny, 

and quietly detailed the pain, it hurt even more. 
By chance an American, Allen Johnson, covered 
some similar ground in his solo, Another You – an 
act of storytelling made physical, in-yer-face, 
brutally intense and confrontational. Wow! What 
a performance – but not quite as effective, or as 
moving, as Izod and his true Brit sense of humour.

The same applies to Ian Smith’s installation, based 
on time spent in post-Tsunami Sri Lanka. His 
‘talking head’ video, incorporated into the pillow 
of a sick bed covered with tabloid tales of street 
violence in the UK, used a gently self-mocking 
tone to chart his experiences of the kindness of 
strangers in a land still blighted by that disaster 
– thereby prompting us to muse on who really 
needs the aid and the healing... Nic Green, with 
her sidekick – an eight year-old girl – teased us 
into a serious consideration of clouds (and the 
vital science that floats above our heads) with 
wonderfully daft antics, droll songs and a dance 
routine. Silvia Ziranek, resplendent in a vortex 
of pink patterns, deployed inspired whimsicality 
as she arranged and re-arranged objects and 
subjects in a linguistic board game full of wit, 
wisdom and give-away sweets. The best joke was 
on us, of course – if Ziranek had advertised her 
wares as a sophisticated foray into syntax, we’d 
have stayed in the bar!

Elsewhere in NRLA, other British artists used other 
processes. But chance and choices didn’t lead me 
to them – instead, I discovered a tranche of 
outstanding British work that made me laugh, and 
is still making me think. 

Mary Brennan is an arts writer and critic with The 
Herald newspaper in Glasgow.
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